Online Whiteboard!
PERSISTENT CLASSES!

!

TutorsBox automatically saves

Cloud-based and device agnostic: TutorsBox

your classes for you and your

online whiteboard works with nearly any web

students to review. Your students

browser online. No software to download and install.

get to go over tough areas again

NoFlash errors on mobile devices.

without using your tutoring hours,

!

and you can look back to see what

Prep time is free: No matter what level of access
you purchase, only time spent tutoring counts

works and what doesn’t.!

against your allowance.

!

FULLY INTEGRATED MATH &

Sessions are persistent: Refer students back to
saved tutoring sessions if they need to review

SCIENCE TOOLS!

— you don’t have to repeat the same subject matter

With an equation editor, visual

with students.

graphing tools, and Wolfram Alpha
support built in, TutorsBox gives

Looking for an easy-to-use online whiteboard so

you what you need to convey

you can show complex concepts to your students?

complicated math and science

TutorsBox offers a low-cost solution that integrates

content.

smooth writing tools, math and science support,
and on-board audio.!

NEW! ON-BOARD AUDIO & VIDEO!

Tutors can purchase monthly credit packages —

TutorsBox integrates audio and

no longterm contracts — to use the service for the

video, so you don’t need to use a

amount of time they need. And planning time

separate tool to communicate with

doesn’t count against the time you’ve purchased,

your students. No more Skype

so you can focus on using that time with students,

chats on the side or phone

not prepping.!

minutes used during tutoring
sessions.!

The solution works on nearly any device and any
web browser, so you won’t have to ask students to

“The heavy math ability is what initially attracted
us. The fact that TutorsBox uses LaTeX to
provide mathematical language and you don’t
really have to know LaTex —it has a built-in
editor for it. And the addition of Wolfram Alpha
was great for chemistry and science.”!
“So it has really been a perfect fit all around.”

— Michael Maxwell, Director of Upward Bound Math !
and Science Program at Georgia State University

“TutorsBox is an ideal tool to provide equal
education opportunities to students across the
world and we highly recommend it”

download plug-ins or software to use your
services.

Test out TutorsBox for free!

— EdTechReview

